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Terminology

sector The fundamental allocation unit on a hard disk or thing that acts like a hard 
disk

block An allocation unit at a high level, such as a file system or database

page size Databases often refer to page size when they mean block size

recordsize The ZFS property for file systems that indicates which block size is 
used for new files

volblocksize The ZFS property for volumes that indicates which block size is 
used for the volume's data

dataset A ZFS filesystem, volume, snapshot, and potentially more.  This 
presentation is concerned with filesystems and volumes.



The Problem

● Empirical evidence shows that zfs does not automatically size 
refreservation properly on RAIDZ2.  See OS-7824.
○ SmartOS relies on accuracy of refreservation to set quota
○ When quota is undersized, writes fail in hosts with EDQUOT, 

which translates into EIO in guests
● Investigation into the problem above shows further concerns

○ Until volblocksize is 4x the disk sector size:
■ RAIDZ is as space hungry as mirroring
■ RAIDZ2 is as space hungry as triple mirroring

https://smartos.org/bugview/OS-7824


Advanced Format Drives

● The world of storage is moving from 512 to 4096 bytes per sector
○ Seen most in flash-based storage (SSD, NVMe, etc.)
○ Also with hard disk drives (e.g. Ultrastar DC HC530)

https://www.seagate.com/tech-insights/advanced-format-4k-sector-hard-drives-master-ti/

https://documents.westerndigital.com/content/dam/doc-library/en_us/assets/public/western-digital/product/data-center-drives/ultrastar-dc-hc500-series/data-sheet-ultrastar-dc-hc530.pdf
https://www.seagate.com/tech-insights/advanced-format-4k-sector-hard-drives-master-ti/


I/O Inflation

● VMs, databases, etc. have their own block sizes
○ Most Linux and Windows file systems use 4k blocks
○ Postgres, Oracle use 8k; sqlite 1k

● I/O inflation comes from
○ Partial sector reads or writes
○ Unaligned reads or writes
○ Writes turn into read-modify-write (RMW)

● Applies to ZFS blocks too
○ Checksums and parity calculated per zfs block
○ RMW may be just MW if block in ARC 
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SmartOS zpool configuration

● Default pool configuration by disklayout.js
○ if one disk, single
○ else if fewer than 16 disks, (2-way) mirror
○ else raidz2

● The fundamental allocation size is 512 or 4096
○ ashift=9 or ashift=12 (29 = 512, 212 = 4096)
○ 1 4Kn drive causes pool to have ashift=12
○ If ashift=9 it is not possible to add a 4Kn disk

https://github.com/joyent/node-zfs/blob/master/lib/disklayout.js#L361-L368


SmartOS ZFS Configuration

● Filesystems generally use 128K recordsize
● Volumes generally use 8K volblocksize

○ Some images use 4K volblocksize
● bhyve tries hard to reserve space and prevent excessive use

○ refreservation on volumes (vdisks) and zone dataset
■ No one else can use space reserved for this dataset

○ quota on zone dataset
■ Ensures snapshots do not lead to excessive data use

○ See RFD 154 Flexible Disk Space

https://github.com/joyent/rfd/blob/master/rfd/0154/README.md
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RAIDZ1 block 
allocation



RAIDZ - 128K block on 4Kn

● This is a deceptively simple example

● Optimized for 128 KiB blocks
○ RAIDZ{1,2,3} have 1, 2, or 3 parity disks
○ dataset referenced is 128K
○ pool alloc is 160K

● This is a baseline used for other 
calculations.  This is "raidz deflation".

P0 D0 D8 D16 D24

P1 D1 D9 D17 D25

P2 D2 D10 D18 D26

P3 D3 D11 D19 D27

P4 D4 D12 D20 D28

P5 D5 D13 D21 D29

P6 D6 D14 D22 D30

P7 D7 D15 D23 D31



RAIDZ - 4K blocks on 4Kn

● At least one set of parity per block
○ Also one set per stripe (as seen before)

● Important observations:
○ Same space consumption as mirroring
○ But supports 50% of the iops

● Stored 80K of data in space of 128K block
○ referenced increases by 128K
○ 10 GiB of 4K → referenced=16g

P0 D0 P0 D0 P0

D0 P0 D0 P0 D0

P0 D0 P0 D0 P0

D0 P0 D0 P0 D0

P0 D0 P0 D0 P0

D0 P0 D0 P0 D0

P0 D0 P0 D0 P0

D0 P0 D0 P0 D0



RAIDZ - 8K blocks on 4Kn

● Skip blocks
○ RAIDZ requires that each allocation be a 

multiple of (#parity disks + 1)
● Stored 80K of data in space of 128K block

○ referenced increases by 128K
○ Same as 4K blocks

■ But more efficient for metadata

P0 D0 D1 S0 P0

D0 D1 S0 P0 D0

D1 S0 P0 D0 D1

S0 P0 D0 D1 S0

P0 D0 D1 S0 P0

D0 D1 S0 P0 D0

D1 S0 P0 D0 D1

S0 P0 D0 D1 S0



RAIDZ - 32K blocks on 4Kn

● Important observations:
○ Just as good as 128K
○ But not necessarily true with more disks

● Stored 128k of data in space of 128K block
○ referenced increases by 128K

P0 D0 D2 D4 D6

P1 D2 D3 D5 D7

P0 D0 D2 D4 D6

P1 D2 D3 D5 D7

P0 D0 D2 D4 D6

P1 D2 D3 D5 D7

P0 D0 D2 D4 D6

P1 D2 D3 D5 D7



RAIDZ - Parity Overhead

volblocksize raidz-5 raidz1-6 raidz1-7 raidz1-8 raidz1-9 raidz1-10

4k 1.60 1.60 1.69 1.69 1.78 1.78

8k 1.60 1.60 1.69 1.69 1.78 1.78

16k 1.20 1.20 1.26 1.26 1.33 1.33

32k 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.11 1.11

64k 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.00 1.00

128k 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

referenced relative to storing same amount of data with 128k blocks
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RAIDZ2 block 
allocation



RAIDZ2 - 128K block on 4Kn

● This too is a deceptively simple example

● Optimized for 128 KiB blocks
○ dataset referenced is 128K
○ pool alloc is 192K vs 160K for RAIDZ1

● RAIDZ1 → RAIDZ2 appears to increase 
overhead by one disk (20% in this case) 

P0 P8 D0 D8 D16 D24

P1 P9 D1 D9 D17 D25

P2 P10 D2 D10 D18 D26

P3 P11 D3 D11 D19 D27

P4 P12 D4 D12 D20 D28

P5 P13 D5 D13 D21 D29

P6 P14 D6 D14 D22 D30

P7 P15 D7 D15 D23 D31



RAIDZ2 - 4K block on 4Kn

● Two parity blocks for every data block
○ Same space as triple mirroring!
○ But ⅓ of the read performance

● Stored 64K in space of 128K block
○ referenced increases by 128K

P0 P1 D0 P0 P1 D0

P0 P1 D0 P0 P1 D0

P0 P1 D0 P0 P1 D0

P0 P1 D0 P0 P1 D0

P0 P1 D0 P0 P1 D0

P0 P1 D0 P0 P1 D0

P0 P1 D0 P0 P1 D0

P0 P1 D0 P0 P1 D0



RAIDZ2 - 8K block on 4Kn

● Two parity blocks for every data block
○ Same space as triple mirroring!
○ But ⅓ the read performance

● Skip blocks chew up tons of space

● Stored 64K in space of 128K block
○ referenced increases by 128K

P0 P1 D0 D1 S0 S1

P0 P1 D0 D1 S0 S1

P0 P1 D0 D1 S0 S1

P0 P1 D0 D1 S0 S1

P0 P1 D0 D1 S0 S1

P0 P1 D0 D1 S0 S1

P0 P1 D0 D1 S0 S1

P0 P1 D0 D1 S0 S1



RAIDZ2 - 16K block on 4Kn

● Important observations:
○ Woot!  Just as good as 128K
○ But not with 7 or more disks

● Stored 128k of data in space of 128K block
○ referenced increases by 128K

P0 P1 D0 D1 D2 D3

P0 P1 D0 D1 D2 D3

P0 P1 D0 D1 D2 D3

P0 P1 D0 D1 D2 D3

P0 P1 D0 D1 D2 D3

P0 P1 D0 D1 D2 D3

P0 P1 D0 D1 D2 D3

P0 P1 D0 D1 D2 D3



RAIDZ2 - Parity Overhead

volblocksize raidz2-5 raidz2-6 raidz2-7 raidz2-8 raidz2-9 raidz2-10

4k 1.78 2.00 2.00 2.14 2.29 2.29

8k 1.78 2.00 2.00 2.14 2.29 2.29

16k 1.33 1.00 1.00 1.07 1.15 1.15

32k 1.11 1.00 1.00 1.07 1.14 1.14

64k 1.11 1.00 1.00 1.07 1.14 1.00

128k 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

referenced relative to storing same amount of data with 128k blocks
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Future SmartOS 
configurations



Bugs and improvements

● OS-7824 zfs volume can reference more data than 
refreservation=auto calculates
○ That is, fix refreservation=auto calculation
○ aka illumos#9318

● In the future maybe add per-dataset tracking of skip blocks
○ Particularly informative when compression used

● Explore draid (in development)
○ Is or should allocation and/or accounting be different?

https://smartos.org/bugview/OS-7824
https://www.illumos.org/issues/9318


Default Pool Layout

● If the pool will have ashift=12, always default to mirroring
○ This is consistent with the current focus on bhyve
○ Likely relevant for containers with…

■ postgres with recordsize=8k without compression
■ postgres with recordsize=16k+ with compression
■ most files larger than 112 bytes but smaller than 16K

● Improve documentation to include explanation of nuanced 
behavior



Default volblocksize

● Explore impact of volblocksize=16k without compression
● Explore impact of volblocksize=32k+ with compression

● But keep in mind that a send stream includes the block size
○ Images
○ Migration
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Discuss



References

● Ironically, justification for much of the current worry about RAIDZ
https://www.delphix.com/blog/delphix-engineering/zfs-raidz-stripe-width-or-how-i-learned-stop-worrying-and-love-raidz

● RAIDZ parity (and padding) cost, linked from above blog post
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tf4qx1aMJp8Lo_R6gpT689wTjHv6CGVElrPqTA0w_ZY/edit?pli=1#gid=2126998674

● This presentation as a big theory comment
https://github.com/illumos/illumos-gate/blob/b73ccab03ec36581b1ae5945ef1fee1d06c79ccf/usr/src/lib/libzfs/common/libzfs_dataset.c#L5116-L5192

https://www.delphix.com/blog/delphix-engineering/zfs-raidz-stripe-width-or-how-i-learned-stop-worrying-and-love-raidz
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tf4qx1aMJp8Lo_R6gpT689wTjHv6CGVElrPqTA0w_ZY/edit?pli=1#gid=2126998674
https://github.com/illumos/illumos-gate/blob/b73ccab03ec36581b1ae5945ef1fee1d06c79ccf/usr/src/lib/libzfs/common/libzfs_dataset.c#L5116-L5192


/*
 * The theory of raidz space accounting
 *
 * The "referenced" property of RAIDZ vdevs is scaled such that a 128KB block
 * will "reference" 128KB, even though it allocates more than that, to store the
 * parity information (and perhaps skip sectors). This concept of the
 * "referenced" (and other DMU space accounting) being lower than the allocated
 * space by a constant factor is called "raidz deflation."
 *
 * As mentioned above, the constant factor for raidz deflation assumes a 128KB
 * block size. However, zvols typically have a much smaller block size (default
 * 8KB). These smaller blocks may require proportionally much more parity
 * information (and perhaps skip sectors). In this case, the change to the
 * "referenced" property may be much more than the logical block size.
 *
 * Suppose a raidz vdev has 5 disks with ashift=12.  A 128k block may be written
 * as follows.
 *
 * +-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
 * | disk1 | disk2 | disk3 | disk4 | disk5 |
 * +-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
 * |  P0   |  D0   |  D8   |  D16  |  D24  |
 * |  P1   |  D1   |  D9   |  D17  |  D25  |
 * |  P2   |  D2   |  D10  |  D18  |  D26  |
 * |  P3   |  D3   |  D11  |  D19  |  D27  |
 * |  P4   |  D4   |  D12  |  D20  |  D28  |
 * |  P5   |  D5   |  D13  |  D21  |  D29  |
 * |  P6   |  D6   |  D14  |  D22  |  D30  |
 * |  P7   |  D7   |  D15  |  D23  |  D31  |
 * +-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
 *
 * Above, notice that 160k was allocated: 8 x 4k parity sectors + 32 x 4k data
 * sectors.  The dataset's referenced will increase by 128k and the pool's
 * allocated and free properties will be adjusted by 160k.
 *
 * A 4k block written to the same raidz vdev will require two 4k sectors.  The
 * blank cells represent unallocated space.
 *

 * +-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
 * | disk1 | disk2 | disk3 | disk4 | disk5 |
 * +-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
 * |  P0   |  D0   |       |       |       |
 * +-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
 *
 * Above, notice that the 4k block required one sector for parity and another
 * for data.  vdev_raidz_asize() will return 8k and as such the pool's allocated
 * and free properties will be adjusted by 8k.  The dataset will not be charged
 * 8k.  Rather, it will be charged a value that is scaled according to the
 * overhead of the 128k block on the same vdev.  This 8k allocation will be
 * charged 8k * 128k / 160k.  128k is from SPA_OLD_MAXBLOCKSIZE and 160k is as
 * calculated in the 128k block example above.
 *
 * Every raidz allocation is sized to be a multiple of nparity+1 sectors.  That
 * is, every raidz1 allocation will be a multiple of 2 sectors, raidz2
 * allocations are a multiple of 3 sectors, and raidz3 allocations are a
 * multiple of of 4 sectors.  When a block does not fill the required number of
 * sectors, skip blocks (sectors) are used.
 *
 * An 8k block being written to a raidz vdev may be written as follows:
 *
 * +-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
 * | disk1 | disk2 | disk3 | disk4 | disk5 |
 * +-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
 * |  P0   |  D0   |  D1   |  S0   |       |
 * +-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
 *
 * In order to maintain the nparity+1 allocation size, a skip block (S0) was
 * added.  For this 8k block, the pool's allocated and free properties are
 * adjusted by 16k and the dataset's referenced is increased by 16k * 128k /
 * 160k.  Again, 128k is from SPA_OLD_MAXBLOCKSIZE and 160k is as calculated in
 * the 128k block example above.
 *
 * Compression may lead to a variety of block sizes being written for the same
 * volume or file.  There is no clear way to reserve just the amount of space
 * that will be required, so the worst case (no compression) is assumed.
 * Note that metadata blocks will typically be compressed, so the reservation
 * size returned by zvol_volsize_to_reservation() will generally be slightly
 * larger than the maximum that the volume can reference.
 */


